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with each round, players will need
to stay alive longer to pass the
round. failure to do so means the
other players will kill them all at
once. killing counselors is the best
way to become a camp counselor
faster. use a variety of techniques,
such as traps, bombs, alarms, and
more. all the game modes are free
for you to play. get the monitor out
of the way and get to playing! the
added advantage of online
gameplay in this game is that you
can meet players from around the
world and develop friendships
based off of your progress. the
game is a first-person horror,
survival game where the goal is to
survive as long as possible while
dodging jason's attacks. each
move will kill you, but through
careful planning, you can cause
jason much grief. if youre
interested in playing as the jason
killer, you should download this
game demo. sit down and play the
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game. pick your own game style,
select your preferred weapon, and
choose your preferred gameplay
settings. you can download this
game demo here. when the game
does load, youll see the camera
option. use the d-pad to move the
camera around your character or
environment. this can be very
helpful to know if you want to be
able to learn the game. you can
also free download deep freeze
lockdown full game from here.
players can jump into the game
seamlessly from their existing
steam account or an xbox live or
playstation network account in the
cloud. they can then pick the
direction they want to play. story
mode includes the full campaign of
ten maps and 30 challenges
playable online, local split-screen
or offline. in survival mode, players
are given a map to their camp with
limited supplies. they must quickly
escape before the time runs out.
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multiplayer mode lets up to four
players play either with or against
one another, bringing the fight to
their camp with two roles players
can take: camp counselors or
jason. jason can be controlled by
the player or by someone on the
steam friends list, while counselors
are controlled by the host.
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